How We Host
the Clothesline
Project

About
The Clothesline Project is a visual
display of violence statistics that often
go ignored. Each shirt is made by a
survivor of violence or by someone who
has lost a loved one to violence.
The purpose of the project is to increase
awareness of the impact of violence and
abuse, to honor a survivor’s strength to
continue, and to provide another avenue
for them to courageously break the
silence that often surrounds their
experience.
The color of each shirt represents a
different type of violence. During the
exhibit, participants also hear three
distinct sounds. Each represent the
frequency of certain statistics.
The meanings of the shirt colors and the
sounds are detailed later in this guide.

history
The first Clothesline Project originated in Hyannis, Massachusetts, in 1990 when a
member of the Cape Cod's Women's Defense Agenda learned that during the same
time 58,000 soldiers were killed in the Vietnam War, 51,000 U.S. women were
killed by the men who claimed to love them.
This statistic motivated the women's group to create a program that would speak
up and reveal the issue of violence against women. One of the women, visual artist
Rachel Carey-Harper, thought of hanging color-coded t-shirts on a clothesline in a
public place to gain recognition of the issue.
More information about the history of the Clothesline Project can be found at
http://theclotheslineproject.org/history.htm
The Clothesline Project has been displayed at Utah Valley University each year
since 1998. Different organizations have hosted it over the years, and it is
currently run by student leaders and volunteers that work with the Center for
Social Impact. Each year about 30-50 shirts have been added to our collection.
We estimate that we have over 2,000 shirts in total.
We are often asked about the success of our project, so we put together this
digital guide to help others as they start one in their community. This is how we
host, but there are many ways to do it. Additional information about starting a
project can be found at http://theclotheslineproject.org/start.htm

why host locally?
We are often contacted by people outside of our
community to see if they can borrow our collection of
shirts. We do not loan out the shirts beyond our
community because the power of this display is rooted in
the local stories of survivors.
We are very intentional in our messaging that every shirt
on display is made by someone in Utah Valley. We want
participants to understand that assault and abuse are a
problem everywhere--even in our own community. If the
shirts on display come from other locations, it's easier
for people to ignore the stories as something that
happens other places, but not in their community.
Another reason to host a local project is each community
has its own set of circumstances, culture, and beliefs that
impact sexual assault and violence. Featuring local
stories highlights those nuances to the problem as it
impacts your specific community.
And finally, and most importantly, hosting a local project
creates a source of healing for survivors. By curating
local stories, you lift up your community as a whole by
listening and believing local survivors.

resources
The Clothesline Project at UVU is currently
funded by the budget of the Center for Social
Impact, and we also are afforded many
resources by being on a university campus.
Supplies to set up exhibit:
pipe
rope (long and short pieces)
clothespins
stepladders
all signage
table for shirts laid out for people to
choose
tables and chairs for shirt making stations
table for drying shirts (if needed)

Supplies for Partner Fair:
tables (tablecloths + skirts) and
chairs for partners
labels for partner table assignments
lunch vouchers for partners

Supplies to make shirts:
t-shirts in all the colors
markers
puff paints
craft glue
crafting mirrors, beads, etc.
acrylic paints
paint brushes
t-shirt inserts to prevent bleeding
through the shirt
plastic tablecloths for the shirt
making and drying tables

Supplies for the day of event:
sound system for event sounds
event sounds file
walking cards
tissues
stress reliever giveaways
snacks for volunteers
exit surveys for patrons

Community + Partners
Community members are welcome and encouraged to
participate in the Clothesline Project as patrons or as survivors
who contribute their story to the project. Many mental health
support groups from the community bring clients as a group to
the project as part of their healing journey. We welcome them
and are happy to provide supplies for them to contribute their
stories.
In addition to the exhibit, we host a partner fair for community
organizations that provide resources and support to survivors of
sexual assault and domestic violence. Many of these
organizations are formal partners of the Center for Social
Impact, but for this event we invite other organizations that only
partner on this particular event.
We also invite on-campus resources such as Mental Health
Services, Ombuds, Student Conduct, and the Title IX office to
participate.
The exhibit runs all day for two days, but we usually host the fair
2PM-6PM the first day (to accommodate the later hours for the
community) and 11AM-3PM the second day. We provide food
vouchers for partners to use at on-campus dining locations since
the fair hours of both days go over a mealtime.

Community + Partners
While you are hosting a Clothesline Project exhibit, you may
want to consider providing additional learning opportunities or
relevant events. In the past we have provided a bystander
intervention training, a screening of related documentaries, a
panel discussion on preventing sexual assault, a survivor
keynote speaker, and other opportunities.
Another way to involve community is to explore the
intersectionality of the issue of domestic violence and sexual
assault. This may include partners that you have not connected
with before on this specific topic.
At a recent Clothesline Project, student leaders chose to inform
the public of MMIW (Murdered Missing Indigenous Women) and
of the continued violence faced by refugees at the U.S.-Mexican
border. The students created a video that told powerful stories
(played silently with captions during the exhibit and posted with
sound on the Clothesline Project website) and also created an
informative central display to educate patrons on these issues.

Messaging
Because of the long tradition of the
Clothesline Project at UVU, we decided to
invest in creating a strong brand for this
particular event. This branding is used every
year and is recognizable on campus when it
comes out.
We've included images of all the messaging
materials we use at the exhibit. You are free
to use the same wording if that is helpful, but
please don't use the exact images
themselves.
If you are hosting a project on a university
campus, you may want to work with your
legal department to make sure you are
protecting the students and the university
due to the sensitive and personal nature of
the stories shared. This includes any Title IX
compliance you may encounter.

Messaging

Messaging
Signage used in the shirt-making
station. We label the unused shirts
with the images below (a few
examples) and put the bullet pointed
list on each table. Volunteers go over
these points with anyone making a
shirt in case there are any questions.

Messaging
These are some examples of digital signage that go up to advertise in the
weeks leading up to the event.

set up
HANGING THE SHIRTS
We set up the exhibit the night before it opens. Before set up begins
students sign liability waivers (since they are getting on stepladders)
and we discuss the nature of the stories that are being told. To keep
the atmosphere light, we often play music once they understand the
instructions and we feed them dinner after everything is set up.
We work with our Event Services crew to have them set up the pipe
before volunteers come. Volunteers then string the rope across the
pipes in three rows. In the middle of the rows, you may want to use
shorter pieces of rope to tie to the top pipe to support the weight of
the shirts so they hang straighter. If you look closely in the pictures,
you can see how this is done.
Once all the clothesline is strung, volunteers can hang the shirts. We
store the shirts rolled in pairs, so they just need to be unrolled and
hung with clothespins so a story is displayed on both sides. If a shirt
has writing on both the front and the back, it can be hung by itself.
Each set of shirts should have its own set of clothespins. This makes
it both easier to display the full shirt and easier to read. Ideally,
patrons shouldn't need to touch the shirts to read them.

set up
LOCATION
Since we have such a large collection, we set
up the exhibit in our campus ballroom. It
works well because it is centrally located,
has a sound system and lighting system, and
it can be quiet. It also provides enough
space to set up a large shirt-making station.
Another benefit is the location can be
secured overnight.
SIGNAGE
We set up three of the acknowledgement
posters throughout the exhibit and one out
front.
The Title IX posters go up on the ends of
every other row of shirts.
We hang 3 walking card holders on the front
ends of some of the rows of shirts.
Volunteers also having walking cards to give
out.

set up
SHIRT-MAKING STATION
We have the Event Services crew set up pipe and drape in the back corner of the ballroom
to protect the privacy of survivors making shirts (upper right). We typically have two tables
for unused shirts (left), three tables for shirt making (right), and table for shirts that need
to dry (right). In addition to shirt-making supplies, we always have tissues at each table.
Making these shirts can be a very emotional and cathartic experience for survivors.
We also leave a row of pipe and empty clothesline near the shirt making station to hang the
new shirts. A volunteer will label the collar of the shirt with the year and then hang the shirt
after a suvivor has left the shirt-making station.

set up
LIGHTING
If possible, it's nice to be able to dim the lights in
the exhibit's location, while keeping it bright enough
for patrons to read the stories. This lighting set up
provides an appropriate tone for the serious nature
of the event.
SOUND
The recorded sound can be downloaded by clicking
on the icon below. The meaning of the sounds is
explained at right.

The white shirt in the photograph was made and
displayed to honor a student who was murdered on
the campus of a neighboring university by a former
intimate partner the week before that year's event.

Staffing
Our student leaders plan and execute the exhibit each year. They recruit
student volunteers to set up the display, welcome students to the
exhibit, wander the exhibit to offer support, staff the shirt-making area,
and take down the display at the end of the event.
Volunteers often come from service-learning classes, clubs, survivors,
and previous exhibit patrons. People who have found meaning in
participating in the Clothesline Project in whatever way often come back
year after year to help volunteer.
We typically run the event over two days, 8AM-8PM on the first day and
8AM - 5PM on the second day. The exhibit is dismantled the evening of
the second day.
We often have faculty members that will bring their class to view the
exhibit, which is why we start at 8AM each day. We keep it open late on
the first day to accommodate community member patrons who may not
be able to make it during the day.

exceptional care
Because of the heavy subject matter, we typically provide a
space where volunteers can have respite/recover from their
time serving in the exhibit. We have water, snacks, and other
stress relieving supplies available in that space.
The next two pages are an example of an information sheet
that we provide each volunteer.
In addition to providing exceptional care to our student
volunteers, we also want to make sure the survivors and
patrons are cared for during this event.
Each year we make sure our Student Health Services Mental
Health Crisis Team is alerted and available to students during
this time. We train volunteers how to connect patrons to
these professionals. Often times these counselors will come
to the event to be supportive and available, if needed.
Our volunteer-staffed welcome table also has Student Health
Services giveaways that participants can take with them as
they leave.

Take down
Taking down the exhibit goes much faster than setting it up. Again, we have
volunteers sign waivers and we discuss the nature of the stories captured
on these shirts. We put the lights fully up and also play music to keep the
take down atmosphere light.
Volunteers take down the shirts by keeping them in their pairs, folding them
in half (shoulder to shoulder) and then rolling them up. This prevents heavy
wrinkling. Each shirt is labeled with the year on the collar and volunteers
put them in the correctly labeled bins. This allows us to rotate which shirts
are being displayed since we can't display all the shirts every year.
Clothespins and ropes are collected and sorted into their storage bins.
Signage is taken down and stored. Shirt-making station supplies are put in
their storage bins. And volunteers take everything back to their storage
location. Event services takes down the tables, chairs, pipe, and drape.
After everything is put away, we provide dinner to the volunteers.

Storing materials
As your collection grows, you'll need to make sure you have space to store
all the materials. We have secured a location near our main office, but since
we only access the materials once a year, it's fine that they are not near us
all the time. The storage location should be secure.
We use plastic bins (see right) to store the made shirts and all the materials
for set up and shirt-making.

Digital gallery
Prior to the covid-19 pandemic, we had a digital gallery of older
shirts, but with the cancellation of the exhibit, we invested a lot of
time and effort into creating an updated digital gallery. This
required selecting shirts from different years and making sure
there was good representation of each of the colors.
To photograph the shirts, we steamed them to be free of wrinkles
so the shadows would not obscure the message. We had them
professionally photographed on a white background.
If you do a digital gallery, it is important to transcribe every shirt
so that a screen reader can read the shirts for accessibility
purposes.
We also provided a way for people to share thoughts or reflections
on this digital gallery.
You can visit the gallery at
http://www.clotheslineproject.info/gallery.php
As you add shirts to your collection, you could photograph them
each year or you can do a larger photoshoot every few years.

Frequently Asked Questions
Do I need to get permission to start a Clothesline Project in my community?
The National Network asks that you register your Clothesline Project so they can add
you to their national list. You can do so at http://theclotheslineproject.org/start.htm
What are the requirements to starting a Clothesline Project?
The only requirements are the following:
Violence against women must be the foundation and focus of all "Clothesline
Projects"
Only shirts to be submitted please (no pants, underwear, etc.)
There can be no charge or fee required by any "Clothesline Project" for making a
shirt and hanging it on the line.
See http://theclotheslineproject.org/start.htm for more information.
Can people who make shirts get them back?
We make sure survivors know when they make a shirt that it becomes part of the
collection. We do our best to sort and store the shirts by year they are made, but
locating a single shirt out of the thousands we have would be near impossible.
Can people really write whatever they want?
Yes. We tell survivors that we cannot display shirts with full names or any contact
information. We suggest they use first names or initials if they want.
Do you loan out the collection?
No. Please see "Why Host Locally?" for more information.

contact information
We hope the information found in this digital guide has been helpful.
This is how we host, but it's definitely not the only way to do it! If you
have additional questions, you can visit our websites or email us.
socialimpact@uvu.edu
www.uvu.edu/socialimpact
www.clotheslineproject.info

